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Once there was a cucumber. One day it went to the
school bus to get home.



The driver said to the cucumber: „Hello green
cucumber“ and the cucumber wondered: „Why am I
green?“
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When it wanted to go to bed it looked out of the window
for a while and thought how it would be to be blue.



When it got up the next day, the cucumber brushed
its teeth and looked in the mirror…



…and went to the bus as usual.



The red tomato said to the blue cucumber: „Hello
blue cucumber“.



The cucumber sat down on the seat. Next to it sat a
black aubergine. They left the bus together and went
to school.



A boy threw a ball to the blue cucumber and said:
„Hey you, blue cucumber, give me the ball back
please“.



When school was over the cucumber went to the bus, …



…went home and did its homework.



After that it went to bed and said to itself: „I wish I
had no colour“.



When it woke up the next day, it had no colour
anymore.



It went to the bus stop and the bus just drove by
because the bus driver could not see it.



It went home sad.



In the evening the cucumber stood by the window and
looked up to the black sky, saw the golden stars and
the silver moon and thought: „I want to be green
again“.



The next day the cucumber had its old colour again
and thought: „I like myself the way I am, green“.



Sometimes you wish to be different from who you are. But it is
always great to be who you are, and that is how a
cucumber goes in search of itself. Lina Ashour wrote
this book when she was 10 years old. She grew up in
Cairo as the child of a German mother and an
Egyptian father.
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